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THE STRUCTURE OJ? THE SECOliDARY SPECTRUM OF HYDROGEN 
Historical Introduction 
This thesis is concerned with a particular phase of a 
branch of physics whicll is of fundamental importance in the 
development of modern ~.:theory concerning the structure of a toms 
and molecules, and the:i.r emission of light. This branch of 
physics is spectroscopy. It is a compara tively young science, 
for it was started only a century a go by prominent investigators 
in optics such as W,ollt:~.ston, Fraunhofer, a.nd Angstrom: the men 
who were responsible for the early development and use of spectro-
scopes and spectrographs. The spectrograph(using either a prism, 
prisms , or a grating to disperse a. narrow beam of light into rays 
of its component wavel;engths, and a photographic plate to record 
the positions of these components a s a series of pa r a llel lines ) 
became so precise and ao powerful an instrument in the hands of 
s cientific geniuses like Angstrom and Rowland tha t its revelations 
and its use a re outstanding in the field of modern theoretic 1 a nd 
experimental physics. I n 1885 Balmer devised a mathematical 
formula which expresse1i the wavelengths of the lines of a series in 
the chara cteristic spe1::trum of atomic hydrogen in terms of an 
important new constant and small whole numbers. This was the first 
successful interpretation of structure in a spectrum. The series is 
now kno~vn as the Balmer series, and is reproduced in figure one. 
Figure One 
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Pauling and Goudsmit "The Structure of Line Spectra" p. 2. 
(j) 
Balmer's famous formula in ita original and in its modern form 
is the following:-
2 
Original , A = h m~'i 
0 A=wavelength in Angstroms. 
h= s eries . limit in Angstroms. 
m :=:.. ic , :·? 3 , 4 , 5 , • • • • • , 
This discovery by Balmer wa s the 
.... , 
~~wave number in centimeters . 
R11 ::::=: Rydberg constant for hydrogen , 
109,677.76 centimeters'. 
m ::=::.-3,4,5, ••... , 
incentive for intensive investi-
gations of series in th1a primary spectra of common metallic ele-
menta by Kays er , Runge , and Rydberg. The l a tter Swedish scientist 
was successful in isolating a series in the spectrum of sodium a nd 
in constructing a suita'ble formula to describe it. (18'10) As years 
went by, numerous other series were described in other spectra. 
Naturally scientists were curious to learn why excited atoms of a n 
element emitted only particular lines a rranged with precise rnathi-
matical regularity. Two decades of experiments and discoveries in 
many l a boratories preceded the announcement of a theory that was in 
a measure at least, sound. Edison a nd J.J. Thomson studied the 
properties of moving electrons under various regulated conditions. 
The Curies and Bequerel discovered radium and the phenomena of 
radioactivity just as the twentieth century was a t ha nd. Then 
Planck (1905) introduced the concept of "quanta" in the theory of 
11 bla ck body" radiation. All of these factors were necessary for 
the construction of a theory of atomic structure which would 
explain the origin of series of lines. It was in 1913 that Bohr 
postulated stationary states, and deduced a frequency rule (later 
generalized by Ritz into a combination principle for genera l 
application in the interpretation of all spectra) Which gave a 
logical justification of Balmer's formula. The model upon which 
® 
Bohr based his mathematics consisted of a massive nuclear proton 
@Rictmeyer,"Introduction 
®for hydro!e..'h . 
to Modern Physicsn p. 29.5. 
@~ 
around which an electron revolved in circular orbits. The radii 
of successive orbits increased as the squares of consecutive 
integers beginning with unity. Sommerfeld made the theory more 
(a.c tu·. lly) 
completely in accord with experimental data byAintroducing elliptic 
orbits, and the relativity effect (change of electronic mass with 
change of velocity in its orbit). Bohr's theory of the structure 
of hydrogen,the simplest element, was soon extended by analogy to 
a pply to all the elements. For the development of his theories 
the physicist often borrowed data from the chemists concerning 
atomic weights and molecular weights. The latter values revealed 
that it is a common phenomenon for two or more atoms of an element 
to be associated, especially at low temperatures. Such molecules 
when excited under proper conditions, produce complex spectra in 
whi ch"bands" appear. Instruments of high dispersive and resolving 
power, however, reveal these bands as a. large number of fine lines 
arranged in groups having similar spacings and intensity di s tri bu-
tion . There are two t ypes of speot±a, namely: the primary type 
cha r a cteri s tic of a toms; (mentioned above for a tomic hydrogen) 
a nd the secondary type, sometimes ca lled the "many linea spectrum" 
or t he molecula r spectrum characteristic of molecules. Thoma.s 
Young was the first to ~~ke an estimate of the wavelength of light 
(1801). He based his ca lcula tion on da t a given by Newton concern-
ing his rings. Two decades l a ter Fraunhofer developed the diffrac-
tion grating and the theory necessary for the more a ccura te ca l-
cula tion of wavelengths. In 1868 Angstrom-published an ela borate 
t a ble of wavelengths of lines in the solar spectrum --- the 
(j) In thi s sor t of "pl::met ry "§.tom the electron revolved in va rious 
orbits, h _ving the proton a t their center , a s pl net do a round 
t he sun . Bohr suggested that elliptic orbits were possi ble . 
results of his measurements with three ca refully ruled gratings. 
A cons i derable a dvance in a ccura cy was made by Rowl and in his 
extensive experimental and . crea tive work. He :perfected a delica te 
automatic method for rul ing all ty:pes of gra tings with excellent (gra ting) 
4 
a ccura cy , and he invented the concave reflection~and its mount (1885) 
---a va lua ble innovation in spectroscopic a :p:par a tua. It was just 
a decade later when Michelson introduced his interferometer, the 
basic instrument for mod.ern :precise com:pa rison.s of length and wave-
length. 
At the beginning of the twentieth century no standard of 
wavel ength had been adopted. Each scientist's measurements depended 
upon the numerica l and geometrical constants of his instrument. 
~ese constants could not be determined with a ccura cy as exact a s 
the instrument itself would :permit in the co~:parison of wave lengths . 
The results of one investiga tor were a l l consis tent , but they did 
not a gree precisely with the results of similar measurements by 
another scientis t. The need for a standard was clearly :perceived. 
More t han two decades have been spent in the compila tion of a 
{f) 
relia ble system of standards. In the yea r 1905, the leading 
spectros copis t s of the world gathered at a meeting of the Inter-
na tional Union for Sola r Research held a t Oxford, and decided to 
a dopt a rbitrarily the wavelength of a convenient monochromatic line 
as a primary standa rd, while lines a t suita ble interva ls in the 
@ 
spectrum of iron ( produced by a s:pecificly defined arc source ) 
• 
W This account of standa rds summarizes E. c. c. BalJI, "Spectroscopy" 
third edition, volume I, pp.36 - 41. (112¥) 
@ The Pfund a rc is a convenient standard arc source. In it the a rc, 
about ten mm. long is maintained between a nega tive iron electrode 
a bove a nd a bead of ir<m oxide below by four amperes a t 220 vo:tts D.?"' 
were to be measured by interferometer methods to serve a s second-
ary standards of wavelength. lfichelson, using his new intErfero-
meter, carefully measured the number of wavelengths of the cadmium 
red line in the length of the standard meter at Pa ris. As a 
result of his measurements, in 1967 the line Cd. 6438.469400 A, 
was adopted by the Inter nationa l Union a s the primary standa rd of 
wavelength for the whole world. Fabry, Buisson, and others imme-
diately began to measure the wavelengths of selected lines in the 
iron spectrum by interferometer methods. At the meeting of the 
Interna tional Union for Solar Research, held a t Mount Wil s on in 1910, 
secondary standards of vravelength, which were means calculated from 
the results of three independent observers, were adopted. Ter tiary 
s t andards in -:.: ~a.n.r.=. ::~.::~ s pectrum may be obtained, whenever they are 
needed , by interpolation between secondary standards. In the present 
research wavelengths of lines are determined from their positions 
on the plates by a similar method. 
The Object of This Thesis 
The purpose of' the present research is threefold, namely: (certa in ) 
first, to determine carefully the wavelengths ofAlines in the violet 
region (3950.A. - 4500.A. or y 25,400. - 21,500. ) :-:> of the secondary 
spectrum of hydrogen at greater dispersion and better resolution 
than was secured for the construction of early tables for this 
spectrum; second, using these results as a ba sis, to detect , des-
(}) 
cribe, and interpret mathematically, structure in the spectrum; and 
third, to apply the facts thus obtained in order to explain, a t 
least partially , the theoretical chara cteristics and structure of 
the hydrogen molecule. 
• • 
~ Structure consists of series or sequences of lines in bands, and 
t wo dimensional progressions of bands in systems . 
Other Researches of a Similar Nature 
During the decade from 1920 to 1930 investigators in 
various parts of the world have been devoting their time to the 
measurement of wavelengths (or wa~re numbers : -v's) and intensities of 
lines in the secondary spectrum of hydrogen. One reason for this 
is the comparative simplicity of the hydrogen molecule and its 
spectrum; for it is hoped that a comprehensive theory of, and 
empirical description of this molecule will serve as a foundation 
for numerous advances in the interpretation of the spectra and 
structure of others like~ it. The present case is not, however, 
analogous to the earlier conquest of atomic spectra. Even now, 
while the hydrogen spectrum is still being analyzed, scientists 
are reporting researches on the molecular spectra of iodine, 
nitrogen, hydrogen chloride, cyanogen, helium, carbon monoxide, 
hydride of mercury, and oxygen. The one hundred ninety-four·:. 1 . 
announcements of this sort of work in a bibliography in the 
Bulletin of the National Research Council concerning Molecular 
Spectra in Gases@ indicate the extent of recent interest in this 
phase of modern spectroflcopy and theoretical physics. Kapuscinski 
and Eymers@ have made e)~ct measurements of the intensities of 
seconda ry hydrogen linefl. Merton and Barratt, Tanaka, Deodhar, and 
Finkelnburg have published tables of waveleagths, or wave numbers, 
of lines in this spectrum. Perhaps the most accurate and extensive 
work of this type ha s been comple ted by Gale, Monk,and Lee at the 
University of Chica go. Throughout the present inves tiga tion the 
• • • 
CD Vol. 11, Part 3, # 57, Dec. 1926 : pp. 253 - 25 9 . 
®Proceedings of the Royal Society, A,vcl . 122, p. 58 (1929) 
See bibl iography for the other references. 
6 
tabula tion of the results of the leading investiga tors has been 
available at the laboratory; especially Finkelnburg's compilation, 
in the Zeitschrift Fur physik, volume 52, Nov. 1928, pp.27 - 118, 
of the results of severa l observers in parallel columns. Owing to c 
'-;:::;;' 
the differences in conditions of excitation when the spectra were 
produced, all of the lines in one list do not necessarily coincide 
with those of another. Some lines occur in one or two lists, but 
not in the others. The present research of Professor Kent and his 
assistants is concerned with the secondary spectrum of hydrogen. 
The wavelengths of lines on plates taken by Professor Kent with a 
modern Rowland Mount Spectrograph at the Norman Bridge Labora tory 
of the Ca lifornia Institute of Technology, are being measured by 
means of a compa r a tor containing an accurate screw and vernier 
mechanism. When completed,these determinations will be another 
independent set, which will aid in securing more accura te wave-
lengths ultimately, by an intelligent comparison of results from ;A:; 
several laboratories. 
Fulcher was one of the first to detect structure in the 
secondary spectrum of hydrogen. He selected a series of lines in 
(]) 
the red-orange region ( range of wave numbers: 15,520 - 16,730 ) 
for his first band, and twelve lines in the yellow-green part of 
the spectrum for his second band (range of wave numbers: 17,629 -
18,851 ) Allen of the 1Jniversity of Saint Andrew, carried this 
work further, and selected seven series of five lines each in the 
first band. Kiuti, a Ja:panese physicist, soon investigated 
@Briefly a wave number may be defined as the reciprocal of the 
wavelength in centimet1~rs. It is the number of waves in a centi-
meter. ( vide page two in this thesis ) . 
Fulcher's second band. By 1926 "Fulcher's bands a s extended by 
himself a nd Allen, consisted of six sets of five lines in the red 
whose wave numbers obey a par bolic law very closely, both when 
8 
lines of each set are C()mpared and when corresponding lines in each 
series are compared from set to set. There are a lso four sets of 
uCD four lines in the green having similar properties. Su.ch was the 
earliest knowledge of hydrogen band structure. During the l ast 
dec de the foll owing spectroscopists: o. W. Richa r ds on of the 
Roya l ociety o~ London, together with his coll bora tors ---
Tanaka and Davidson ; H. s. Allen nd I. Sandeman from the Univer-
s ity of Saint Andrews ,; Dieke and Hopfield of the Riiks- Universi-
tei t, Groningen; and 1 f3tly Finkelnburg nd Mecke, der Physik 1 -
i chen Tns titut der Univer it ,t,Bonn ; h ve 11 been outs t anding 
inves tig tors .nd interpreters of regul ritiea. Richardson has 
described ~.p . r,8 , and~ systems of b nds corresponding to the 
ortho-helium_. lines of simil r des ignation in the Balmer series~ 
, 
Also with Davidson,his s~ssociate, he has isola ted over "fifty 
progressions, several extending to nine members, which 
include the strongest lines, and indeed, most of the strength of 
@ 
the secondary spectrum f'rom 3,394 A. - 8,902 A. 11 These lines 
(lines in) @ 
a re analogous tol\the par-helium line spectrum. All en and 
Sandeman describe severa,l progressions in a limilar region of the 
c:vo. w. Richardson, Proc. Roy. Soc. A. 111 714 (1926). 
@)_ H II II II II II 
" 113 368 (1926 - 1927) 
@)" 
" 
II II II 
" 
II 123 55 (1929) 
@rt has been shovm that helium has two separate systems of terms: 
the p r -helium seri es gives singlets , the ortho-helium seri es 
( A. •• 1/ gives narrow doublets. Haa s, Atomic Theory , p. 281, 
secondary hydrogen spectrum which they attribute to diff*erent 
Q) 
type of molecule: ~~-H3 . instead of H~ In a l arge measure 
the work of the other spectroscopists in this field parallels 
t hat of Richardson. 
Description of Apparatus 
The very success of the entire investigation depends 
:primarily on s ecuring a bright steady s ource of :pure molecular 
hydrogen to :produce the many lines spectrum. The means for the 
selection of a small centra l :portion of the iron a rc, a nd reducing 
its intens ity to the :proper va lue was a lso important. Technique 
and a pparatus was ca refully :planned to elimina te as many of the 
undesirable f actors as possible. Purified hydrogenpre:p red by 
electrolysis and dried over phosphorous pentoxide and ca lcium 
ca rbona te, was introduceti from time to time a t E.® The interior 
of the hydrogen tube is mainta ined at proper pressure by the sys-
tem of pumps sketched in figure two. F is a fore-va c :pump. 
v, and V~ a re valves for connecting to other a.:ppar e.tus. p -·_ is a 
connection for attaching an auxillary pump. B is a chamber. 
L1 and L~ a re Langmuir diffusion pumps conta ining mercury heated 
electrotherma.lly. D is a Dewar flask enclosing a mercury trap. 
T, - a.nd Ta. are the cylindrica l mete.l termina ls in the hydrogen 
tube. B, and B~ are wa ter baths to cool the tube. C is the 
capillary in which small separate hallow cylinders of tungsten 
(f) . Allen , Proceed~ngs of the Royal Society, A. 114 293, (1927) 
® ca pita l letters here refer to figure t wo. (P ge ten) 
9 
10 
a nd molybdenum were carefully packed to adsorb atomic hydrogen 
and thus inhibit the Balmer series. ~ and W~ are quartz windows. 
At times a platinized mirror was placed against W, to make the 
light more intense ( by fifty per cent ) at Wa • Finally the 
hydrogen a t low pressure ( such that the positive column was well 
marked ) is excited by a discharge a t approximately ten thousand 
volts, this potential being supplied by the sixty cycle transformer 
T. Light from the capillary of the source (C) passes through a 
CD quartz window w~ to a quartz plate ~ , a series of qua rtz lenses 
L, ,L~ ,and L3 and a mirror M which focus its image nicely on the 
slit S of the Rowland Mount. The two elevations given in figure 
three indicate the arrangement of the apparatus. They a re not 
drawn to scale. 
Figure Two 
The Hydrogen Tube and Auxillary Apparatus 
v, 
A~ 
A a.nd. A a re hea ting coils for vaporizing mercury 
I J. 
0 capit 1 le tters here refer to figure three ( p~ge el ven ). 
11 
Figure Three 
ThE! Optical System 
c fVI 
The Iron Arc. 
Elevation from Above 
c 
Side Elevation 
At one side of the hydrogen tube source, the iron a rc 
(sketched above) conforming to the most recent specifications of 
the International Committee on wavelengths ( i. e . a fifteen 
millimeter a rc at four and a half amperes or less a nd one hundred 
ten volts D. c. between iron electrodes seven millimeters in 
diameter, the positive elE;ctrode below having · globule ::·of ::::L~on 
• 
A 
12 
oxide in its cup, and the negative electrode above enclosed in a 
bra ss cylinder intended to cool it } was set up a t F, having a 
quartz plate p~ immediately in front of it and a quartz lens placed 
so as to cast an enlarged image of the arc fifteen centimeters 
long on the tin screen 'T. A horizontal alit one centimeter wide 
a llows light from a na rrow central portion of the a rc only to be 
reflected from the quartz plate P; , whence light from the arc and 
from the tube traverse exactly the same optica l path,and hence 
can be focused on the photographic plate together. The precaution 
of using only the central portion of the arc eliminates the"pole 
effect", a serious cause of "shift of position" of s t andards. 
The t wenty-one foot vertica l Rowland Mount is represented 
s chematica lly in figure four (page 13). Twenty-one feet is the 
r adius of curvature of the concave reflecting gra ting made of 
speculum metal; it is also the diameter of the circle through A,G, 
and S, the points a t which the camera , grating, and slit respectively 
a re si tua ted. The plate in the camer a li es in the line of the 
(/) 
norma l to the center of the gra ting. This a r rangement as sures 
t hat t he spectrum will be focused on the p~a~~nd tha t it will be 
a s nea rly normal a s possible. Actua lly BS and S G a re massive 
rigid beams fixed a t ri~1t angles to which specia l tra cks a re 
a tta ched. The camera A and the gra ting G,connected by a beam 
A G twenty-one feet long , slide on ca rria ges a long the tracks. 
Thus correct a pproximate position of the appa r a tus is secured 
automatica lly . The theory of spectrum formation can be presented 
(f) The plate is perpendicul a r to thi l ine nd i s concave , s o tha t 
its surfa ce conforms exactly to an a rc of the circle t hrough A , G, 
a nd s. 
13 
briefly by referring to the sketch in figure four below. The 
The broken linea distance a c is one complete gra ting apa ce. 
(Th8 light due t 0 
are the pa tha . 0 f B imi l a r adj E:l,C en t beams • f\. u:t'f -f.ra c•; -~ d a f and e c g 
tion is a maximum when the angle of incidence} i, and the angle 
of reflection ,~,are related so that the pa th difference for two 
such adjacent beams is an integral number of wavelengths of the 
light; or in this case when n;\ = b (sin i - sin9). If ~ is zero 
as it wa. a in this inveatig tion, sine is zero and therefore 
n~:;:: b sin i , where n is an integer :~.denoting the order of the 
spectrum ( first, second, third, etc. 
Figure Four 
B 
The Rowland Mount Spectrograph 
Sketch of Detail 
e 
g 
.·· 
14 
The compa r .tor , sho\vn in three eleva tions in figure 
five, i s constructed l f rgely of s teel. It consists of rigid 
meta l frame A , in which millimeter screw a bout forty centi-
meters -long is mounted so tha t it can be turned a t will by the 
handle H a t one end A l a rge micrometer cap on which one 
hundred spaces a re ruled t urns edge to edge aga inst s t a tionary 
vernier V whi ch makes possible the re ding of tenths of spaces 
on the cap C , i. e. thousandths of millimeters. The ca rri ,ge 
B fits into two met ,l ~Jides a tt ched to the fr me a long which 
it is made to slide by turning the s crew; since it is connected 
to the s crew by threads. There is a tilted meta l fr me on the 
ca rria ge to which the pla te P is cl mped , and on which there 
i s a metric scale. Two small lamps ( shown in the electrica l 
circuits in figure six illumina te this s·oa le and the vernier. 
A telescope T, h . ving one vertic 1 and Oneshorizont 1 cross-
hair in the foe 1 pla ne of its eyepiece, is rigidly mounted on 
.. 
the met 1 fre"me a t E , over the ·'pa r a llel guides in uch a po i tion 
-= ·s to receive light from fro s ted inca nde scent lamp L • The 
light pa sses through a w ter cell, · nd is reflected by .. mi rror 
M up through the opening over which the pla te is f as tened. Thus 
the telescope revea ls the bl ck opaque lines of the negative 
magnified a nd in sharp relief,when the light is on. Since this 
instrument is 1, .rgely of steel, it is very sensitive to ch nges of 
tempera ture. Contraction nd exp nsi on of the pla te would be les s 
than th t of the s crew, and seriou in~ccuracy would resul t from 
the effects of temper a ture changes . To prevent this the whole 
appar tus is enclosed in a wooden box lined with thick l ayer 
15 
Figure Five 
The Comparator 
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of asbestos wool covered with sheet asbestos. A manganin wire R 
in figure six, is wound non-inductively around the base of the 
metal frame A for the purpose of heating the interior . The 
outside of the box is entirely covered with a layer of news paper. 
The cover, which may be removed readily, has two observation 
windows of double glass and two thermometers have their bulbs 
inserted through the cover into the interior. Two mercury thermo-
stats a re mounted inside. Figure six shows two diagrams of the 
electrical circuits for he ting, lighting , and for automatic 
thermosts tiv control of temper ture within the apparat us . If 
the temperature rises above 29.1 C., the mercury thermostat L[ ( 
closes the circuit which operates the mercury break B , and opens 
the heating circuit. A slight cooling ins ide the box wi ll contract 
the mercury in the thermosta t , close the relay Bf and the heating 
ci r cuit. If the temperature rises above 30 . degrees, a s econd 
thermostat Tvi ~ opera t es a c ircuit breaker Bot which opens the 
hea ting circui t permanently (until it is c los ed age, in by hand) . 
;Thus constant tempera tuJ:-e is secured a nd the appara tus is protected 
againot overhea ting. 
Procedur e 
The a pp r a tus was &~ ssembled ., fi gures t wo , three, -nd f our 
indio te. Foci were seclured a t the proper points by adjusting the 
lenses, mirrors, nd pl tes. Accurate final djus tments of the 
gra ting, s lit, nd camer of the Rorrl ,nd Mount were made by t aking 
numerou prelimin,_ ry photographs under v r iou defin "te condit "ons 
of ~djus tment Qnd int ne· ty. The optimum cond i tion of the our ce 
we,s ma int ined by obser~·ing the hy rogen tube fre quently through 
the direct vi ion s ec tros c pe. Then the ources nd t he optic 1 
:l.J.O 
volts 
J~o 
volts 
Fi gure Six 
The, Electri cal Circuits 
lt_o_w_l<s ___ ==:~ _______ GJ_L-~~~~~~L~·=G§:L==Q?:L~ 
Schematic Diagram 
' --- --- - -- - - -
I 
'Ft I 
M. 
I 
• I 
'-- -.-- --· - -
- - - - - _ _ I 
L 
Diagram Showing Actua l Arrangement 
, a nd A~ are • C. ammeters 
L, , L.z. . a nd L,g a re l amps . 
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sys t em were in good adjustmen~, as shown by a tria l photogr aph, 
brief exposure or the iron a rc a lone with pla tini z ed mirror 
in pl .ce of ~ wa s made on the upper third of the pl te. Then 
~ w s repla ced , and the two sources were .djusted so a s to be 
as nearly as possible of the s me intensity on the slit. A long 
expo sure was made under these conditions on the middle t hird of 
the pl te. This was the i mportant part of the pl t e on which 
measurements were made later. The lower third of the plate w s 
expased to the hydrogen tube .lone. Thus the separ te spectra 
t o be us ed for identifica tion of lines were obt ined on the pl a te 
on either side of the important c entra l portion, on wh"ch the two 
~pectra were secured under identical conditions so th t .n 
import nt source of error vva s elimin ted. I f the centr .1 portion 
of the plate had been secured by successive sepa r te expo~ure s of 
iron rc nd hydrogen tube on the sa me section of the pl te, 
d ifferences of temper ture or orient tion of the p rts of the 
appar a tus might di~tort or displace the images of the sli t slightly 
s o tha t line of identic 1 ctua l wavelength in the two s pectra 
woul d a ppear as two lines, or vice versa two lines differing ·· 
s lightly in wavelength might lie directly over one nother. In 
(ca se) 
this,..numerous ina,ccur cieR would result . Stc. nd rd commercia l 
pla tes were us ed without a specia l sensitiza tion process of any 
ort. Ca re 1a s necessa ry to avoid over e posure or under expo sure 
and to a void clouding the pl tes while developing them. Only 
the plates ha ving very clearly defined lines were fit to be 
mea sured. 
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At the conc lusion of the h istori ca l introductiom it w s 
t a ted tha t w ve lengths of lines i n the s econd ry pectrum. of 
hydrogen a re determined in this inves t igation by i nterpola tion 
between iron a rc standa rds. ~e following is a deta iled description 
of the method . First the plate is carefully mounted over t he 
opening in t he carriage, and its height is adjusted by the proper 
s crews so tha t t he images of the lines are exactly in the same plane 
a s the cross hairs ( i.e. the foca l plane to elimina te para llax) . 
The position of the pla,te is ca refully adjusted so t hat the lines 
a re exactly para llel to the vertica l cross hair and s o: that the 
axis of the plate is pa r a,llel to the horizonta l cross hair. Two 
spring steel clamps f as ten the plate securely in this pos ition. 
Next the screw is turned clockwise until the ca rria ge is moved to 
the extreme right of the observer. Measurements a re made on the pa tt 
of the plates conta ining both the hydrogen and the iron lines. The 
vertica l cross hair of the telescope is made to coincide wi th the 
fir s t sta ndard line by turning the screw so tha t the ~ir seems to (anti-) 
approa ch coincidence from the observer's left ~Rlockwi se rota tion of 
the s crew ). This procedure is called "setting on a line". Five 
settings are made on each standa rd , and the readings of the illumi-
na ted scale bes ide the plate, and of the micrometer and vernier a re 
recorded as shown on the accompanying data sheets . Then t wo settings 
a re made on ea ch hydrogen l ine in succession until the next s t a nda rd 
(]j 
is rea ched. The procedure of taking and recording readings is then 
repeated for the next group of lines with their adj a cent sta nda rds, 
and so on until the whole pla te has been measured. The wave lengths 
• 
G) ALcomplete group a t least must be measured a t one sitting , for the 
change in conditions from time to time would introduce serious 
errors in spite of the precautions taken to secure constant temper-
ature . 
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of the standards are known to within a few units in the third 
decimal pl a ce of Angstrom units, and a re recorded beside their 
respective sca le readings. The quotient of the difference in 
wavelength of two adjacent standards a nd the difference in 
corresnonding so le rea dings (i . e. the distance between sta nda rds 
expressed in millimeters) is the dispersion f actor: ;~o =D = 2 . 643269 A/mm. 
0 
which by multiplication will convert a ny distance between tho s e 
standa rds into the corr•~sponding increment of wavelength. e.g.: 
s , 
4 72.629 
9 
7 
30 
31 
472.6292 
sca le readings 
s 
483.901 
1 
483.901 
mrn. 
~) :f. 
500,205 
3 
3 
mrn. 6 
2 
500 . 2038 
,_, amputation 
S S1 -=: .D.S :::: 11.2 718 mm. 
AS x. D = ~A= 29.7944 A 
\ {Wa velength /\ s - AA= /\ of the 
' line: 
4066.1453--- 29.7944= 4036.3509 A 
This is actually the procedure followed in computing the wavelength 
of the line marked with an arrow ( ~ ) on page :J..S of this thesis. 
The computation is merely interpolation based on the f a ct that 
over the short distance between adj a cent stande,rds the spectrum is 
sufficiently normal so that the assumption that it is perfectly 
(with ) 
normal does not introduce an error large comp red · . : the inevitable 
experimental error. In a perfectly normal spectrum wavelength varies 
linearly with distance along the plate. After complete set of 
readings has been made :for a ll the lines of hydrogen on a plate, 
the plate is turned end for end, so that if the first position has 
the red end to the right of the observer, the second position has 
that end to his right. Two complete seiS of determinations of wave-
lengths is made fo r · · .. ·each . .::i1 reversal c ; consequently four inde-
pendent values of the wavelength of eacl~ line are available fo r 
checking and for averaging to secure the final r esult for that plate. 
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The data compiled in the present research is not suffi-
ciently comprehensive to make an independent detection of structure 
(i. e. selection of lines for series) possible. ~he progressions of 
lines in the secondary spectrum of hydrogen inte~1 ingle and over-
lap so extensively that the original selection and grouping of lines 
is a task th~t can be undertaken with confidence by only a few 
experts. Band heads, i. e. the accumulation of intensity where lines 
run together, are entirely absent; consequently it is very difficult 
to decide where one band begins and another ends. The following 
criteria a re the keys wi th which the complexity has been unlocked so 
that at present fully one thousand lines have been assigned to their 
proper places in the classification which reveals the true structure 
in t he spect~ : of molecula r hydrogen : - --
1 All lines in a series, and sometimes in whole progressions, 
change similarly with changes of pressure, magnetic field, 
electric field, or type of discharge (condensed or not condensed) 
at the source. 
2 The wave numbers of the lines in a series follow a definite, 
parabolic mathematical formula. 
3 First differences between adj acent lines of a series increase 
linearly as m increases. 
4 Second differences a.re either constant or change slowly and 
uniformly. 
5 A band system is often grouped around an especially prominent 
line. 
6 Early lines in a series are usually more intense than l a ter ones. 
7 The intensity of successive, adjacent lines in a series is often 
alternately large and small. 
8 The differences between adjacent progressions are approximately 
equal in a given system. 
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Fulcher emphasized the early criteria in making his pioneer discovery 
of series. He noted which lines responded similarly to various 
changes in conditions at the source. ffrom the lines isola ted and 
grouped by this procedure he selected the ones the wavelengths of 
which suited the mathematical formula for series. Often the mere 
appearance of lines, that is whether they were fine and clearcut or 
fuzzy and broad was of value in making final assignments. Croze, 
Curtis, and other investigators proceed similarly. Once lines have 
been properly grouped, there are fewer remaining to be arranged in 
further classification; therefore the task grows less difficult in 
proportion as progress is made. There are some cases of blends, i. e 
t wo lines falling in the same position on the plate; but it is seldom 
that the same line occurs in two systems or in two progressions in 
the same system. Then too, as exact knowledge increases,calculated 
constants become more precise, and the selection of the later members 
of a series is often a mathematical process of computing their wave (of measured wavelength) 
numbers, a nd searching in the tables Ato s ee if corresponding lines 
are present. The series presented in this thesis have been selected 
largely by comparison of the present t ables prepared in this research 
with the t a bula tions of bands given by Richardson. 
[i) 
Appropriate ~ 
(a cknowledgements ) 
ha ve been made .below: 
(j) 
The lines a nd b si c da t a for the band s t a bu l ted on pc ge t wenty-
nine were chosen from the fo llowing reports: 
First b ,nd: 1~0 Q, (m} ; o. w. Richa rdson nd P. M. D. vidson, 
Proceedings of the Royc l Society ,ml23 A 57. 
Secon b nd: l--70 R (m); S me authors a nd rticle , pages 72 - 73. 
Third ba nd: oY~ Q, (m); 0. W. Rich~rdson, P. R. S. 113 ·".. : 388. 
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Results nd D t a 
Pa ges 24 to 27 cont in the d·- t for a com lete se t of 
re .dings on f i fteen selected lines. The line were cho en on_ .pl .te 
# 5o in the region of the oYo b~nd, by ~rofes s or Kent s ty ical line s 
for n ins tructive group of measurements. The line s of the o o band 
are marked oYo in the margins. Settings were m de by the uthor with 
the kind ss ist nee of Jft. Hodgdon a t the vernier. The dat~ shows 
fully the method of computa tion .nd t bula tion employed t hroughout 
the rese rch. The differences in the separa te s o le readings of the 
same lines indica te the limit of precision of the comp r ~ t or a nd the 
limit of skill of the observer. Pa ge twenty-nine shows the three 
series or b nds s elected for det iled consideration. The original 
ones a re t aken from Ri cha rdson's work (vide note one p .ge 22). The 
scheme of procedure for compiling this t a ble is reve led by the 
he d ings of successive columns. Wave numbers in va cuo (i . e. correc-
ted for the index of refra ction of a ir) in Finkelnburg's t bles, 
corresponding to the original wa ve numbers in va cuo of Richa rdson, 
were chos en a nd first and second differences were computed.. The wa ve-
length (in a ir) of each line was a,ls o t . bul a ted from Fi nkelnburg. 
SimilRr w velengths from Profes s or Kent's results were recorded 
together with intensities. A correction of these w velengths in ai r 
to wavelengths in va cuo was made by substitution in the formula for 
the index of refra ction of air given in Baly ' s "8pectrosc opy" ,#I ,p .l27 
7 (n - 1 ) 10 :::::. 2 726. 43+: 12.288 
)1.2 x 1o-8' 
n = index of refra ction. 
.A :::::::.. wavelength in A0 • 
a nd adding the qu nti ty .A (n - 1 ), equ 1 pproximate1y to 1.18 A 
to the wavelength in air. Reciprocals of Profess or Kent's wa velengt hs 
i n va cuo gave the w ve numbers based on his results. · Ag in first 
a nd s econd differences were taken. 
April 1 4 , 1932 
Sta nda rd 
~ 4066.1453 
T1 = 2 7.75 
T - 27 45 2-- • 
2:40 P . lK. 
A 3993. 2582 
I 
5 
8 
s 
472 .633 
5 
2 
6 
4 72. 6334~ 
473 .587 
8 
1 
473 .5875 
477 .221 
8 
477. 224 E~ 
3 4 78.2?7 
1 
2 
0~ 
" 0 
3 
6 
4 
6 
2 
0~ 
2 
4 
478.27?6 
480 . 042 
3 
480.0425-
480 . 832 
1 
480.8315 
483. 16 0 
5 
483.1625-
483 . 786 
9 
483 . 7875. 
483.905 
483. 9065" 
485 . 783 
5 
485.7846 
486 . 939 
40 
486 . 9395-
487.294 
5 
487. 294!:~ 
488.293 
5 
488 . 2946 
489.579 
5 
489 .5770 
492 .826 
5 
492.8255 
494 . 03::, 
1 
494. 0326 
500.207 
B 
3 
;:, 
5 
24 
Red Right Set I . 
4A. _ 72.8871 
"75 s., - 27.5718 - 2.643537 -= D 
6."-
0.954 1 2.5222 4063.6231 
4 . 5911 12.1367 54 . 0086 
5. 6436 14 . 9191 51 . 2262 
7.4091 19 . 5862 46 .55 91 
8.1981 21.6720 44. 4733 
10 .5291 27.8341 38.311 2 
11. 1541 29 . 4863 36.6590 
11.2731 29 .8009 36.3444 
13.1506 34.7641 31.3812 
14.3061 37.8187 28.3266 
14. 6611 38 . 7572 27.3881 
15.6606 41.3994 24.7459 
16.9436 44.7910 . 21.3543 
20 . 1921 53.3786 12.7667 
21 .3986 56.5680 4009 . 5773 
S ~ sc le re ding in millimeters. 
A ~ wave ength in Angs troms. 
I ~ int ensity of the line. 
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April 1 4, 1932 ··Red Right Set ... rr 
Stand .rd I s L\ S 
)\ 4066 .14 53 5 472 .629 
9 
7 A,,\., 72.8871 2 . 643269 D 30 Ll So 27.5746 
......Ql Ll>. A 4 72.6292 
8 473 .584 0.9538 2 .5211 4063.6242 
2. 
472 .5830 
1 477.223 4.5928 12.1 00 54.0053 
1 
47'7.2220 
3 478 .273 5.6438 1 4 .9181 51.2272 
------._3_ 
478.2730 
1 480.034 7. 4073 19.5795 46.5658 
9 
480. 036 5 
oro 2 480.831 8 . 2023 21.6809 44.46 44 
2 
'i 480 . 8315 
0 483 .160 10.5298 27 .8331 38 . 3122 
58 
0~ 483.1590 oYo 483 .'781 11.1543 29.4838 36. 6615 
86 
03 483.'7835 483.901 11.2718 29 .7944 36.3509 
1 
483.9010 
3 485 . 783 13.1518 
79 
34.7637 31.3816 oYo 
485 .7810 
6 486 .938 14 . 3068 37 . 8167 28.3286 
4 
.486. 9360 
oro 4 487 . 292 14.6603 38.7511 27.3942 
87 
4 87 . 2895 
6 488 . 293 15. 6618 41.3984 24.7469 oro 
89 
488 . 2905 
2 489.574 16.9463 44 . 7936 21 . 3517 
7 
If 489.5755 0 492.826 20.1963 53.3842 12.7611 
5 
492.8255 
2 494. e31 21.4028 56.5734 4009.5719 
3 
494 . 0320 
~ 3993 . 2582 4 500.205 
3 
3 
6 
2 
50 0 . 2038 
26 
.:..._,_r·1 ~1 • 1932 Red I, eft , et I 
stan ard I s a s 
,t 3993. 2 582 4 225. 60 ? 
T, = 27. 55 7 5 ~Ao 72.8871 
= 2. 644401 -= D 
7 ~ = 27 5628 Tt-=: 28.29° 0 • 
4,\ A. 225.6 064-
2 231 . 778 6 . 1691 16 . 3136 4009 , 5718 
3 
d' 231. 7?55. 232.983 7.3761 19. 5054 12.7636 
'"' ,;;:. 
232 . 9825" 
2 236.234: 1 0 . 6256 28.098~ 21 . 3565 
0 
236.2326 
oYo 6 . 23 7.51? 11. 9096 31.4938 24. 7520 
5 
237 . 516Ci 
oro Bro:1d 4 238 . 51::, 12.9056 34. 1276 27 . 3858 
1. 
238-. ·5Y2o· 
6 238.873 13.2676 35.08 9 28.3431 
5 
238.8740 
oYo 3 240 . 02~: 14.4136 38 .1153 31.3?35 
lEI 
3 2 0.0200 0 241.898 16.2926 43 .0842 36.3424 
900 
0~ 241.8990 oro 242 . 022 16 . 4161 43.4108 36.6690 
'"- 3 
o'f 
2 2.0225 
242 . 645 1 7.03?6 4 5.0542 38.3124 
3 
2 42. 644Ci 
oYo 2 244. 9?4, 19.3666 51. 2131 44 . 4?13 
... , 
,;:, 
244.9730 
1 245. 76~: 20.1551 53.2982 46 . 5564 
1 
24-5~?615 
3 24? .52? 21.9226 57.9721 51 . 2303 
31 
2 4 7 . 5240 
1 248 . 5?CI 22.9'7.21 60.7474 54.0056 
9 
248 .5?8 5 
8 2 52.217 26 . 6106 70 . 369 1 63 . 62?3 
? 
252.21?0 
,>.. 4066 .14 53 5 253~170 
68 .. - .. . . .. . . 
T
1 
= 28.18 70 70 
T~ = 2 8 . 34' 6 t3 253 . 16 92 
2" 
.April 21, 1932 Red Left Set II 
s t _. ndard I s £1 3 
A 3993.2582 4 225. 60'7 
6 
T ,""' 2 8 .18' 5 ~ ,.\., - 72.8871 
= :::! • 644401 -= 6 Ll So- 27 .5628 D 
T"l.;::,. 28. 34" 4 
- - ·-- . , .. 
225.6056 ..Q,..\ .A 
2 231 . 778 6 .1724 16.3223 4009 .5805 
8 
o!f. 
231.7780 
232 .983 7 . 3764 19.5062 12. 7644 
1 
232.9826 
2 236 . 232i 10.6259 28.0991 21.3573 
0 
236 . 2315 
oYo 6 237 . 514 11.9079 31.4893 24 . 7475 
3 
2 37.5135. 
oYo BroP.d 4 238.513 12.9069 34.1310 2!Z.3892 
2 
238. 5125" 
6 238.870 13.2644 35.0764 28 . 3346 
0 
238.8700 
oYo 3 240.021 1 4 . 4 174 38.1254 31.3836 
6 
0-; 
240.0230 
"i . 896 16.2014 -13.0810 36.3392 
:a 
o' 
24i . B9o/o 
oYo 242.019 16.4134 43.4:036 36.6618 
19 
olf 2 42 . 0190 2l1,2. 643 17.0374 45. 0537 38.3119 
3 
2 42 .64 30-
44.47 07 oyo 2 244 . 972 19.3664 51 . 2125 
2 
244 . 9720 
1 245.765 20 ,.1594 53 . 3095 46.5677 
5 
245.7650 
3 24 7.528 21 .9209 57.9676 51 . 2258 
5 
2 4 7.5265 
1 2 48 .580 22 . 9 744 0 .?535 54.01 7 
0 
248 .-5800 
8 252.218 26.611 70.3712 63.6294 
6 
252. 170 
A4066. _53 5 253.170 
6 7 
T ~ 28 • . !'1 6 68 
I 68 
m <) 3 .> 69 l z...- •CJ8. 
253.1684 
2 8 
:-'UMMARY SHEJo;T 
0 
Ste,n. Ll.066 .1453 A. (5) 
Professor 
~ I Red Right Red Left Mec:ms Me ,n Kent ' s :Mean 
4063 . 8 .6231 .6294 .6263 . 6261 • 6273 
. 6242 . 6273 .6258 
40 54. 1 .0086 . 0117 .0102 .0079 . 015 
53 .0056 . 0055 
~05 1. 3 .2262 .2258 . 2260 .22 74 .2290 
. 22 72 . 2303 .2288 
4 _6. 1 .55 91 . 567? .5684 • 5673 . 5573 
.5658 .5564 .5661 
404 . .4 733 . 4707 .4720 . 4699 .4742 oYo 
. 4644 . 4713 . 467 9 
4 38. o*" .3112 . 3119 .3116 .3120 .3136 
.3122 .3124 .3123 
4036. 0~ .6590 . 6618 .6604 • 662~9 . 6568 oro 
. 66 15 . 6690 .66 53 
4036 . 0-'3 .3444 . 3392 .3418 .3443 . 3 419 
.3509 .3424 . 3467 
4031 . 3 . 3812 . 3836 . 3824 ,3825 .3802 oro 
.3816 . 3835 .3826 
40~8 . 6 .32 66 . 334 6 .3356 .3333 . 33 41 
. 32 86 . 3431 . 33 9 
402 7. 4 . 3881 . 3 892 . 3887 .3891 .3850 oYo 
. 3942 . 3858 . 389 5 
4024 . 6 . 7459 • 7475 . 7467 .7481 . 7470 oYo 
. 7469 . 7520 .749 5 
4021. .3543 .35 73 .3558 .3550 .3538 
. 3517 . 356 5 .3541 
401 . 0~ .7667 • 7644 • 76 56 .7640 .7632 
• 7611 • 7636 • 7624 
4009 . 2 .5773 . 5805 . 5789 . 5 754 , 5723 
.5719 . 5718 .5 719 
St n. 3993.2582 A. (4 ) 
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Theory of Bamd Spectra 
According to the quantum theory i n spectroscopy the 
emission of light t kes pl a ce in "quanta 11 ( hy), 3.nd is a ccom-
panied by a definite ch nge in the energy of the emitter equa l 
to the difference between two fixed energy levels. If E ' is 
the energy of the initial level nd E" is the energy of t h e 
fina l level a fter emission; then the frequency of the light is 
given by the fund mental formula : 
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~ £'' in which: Ll E .::::::::::- decr ea se in energy A£_ h - E-h h :== Pl nck 's cons t ant 
7/-= fre quency{per sec_;) 
Spectroscopists often find it more convenient, however, to dea l 
with"terms" which a re s ecured by dividing the preceding equa t i on 
by the velocity of light c , so t hat the following equ tion 
results : 
£' 
he 
7/ .== w ve number in em:"' 
The new quantities are the term va lues ( F' a nd F" ) of the 
origin 1 energy levels ( E' and E" ) . The unit for F ', F", and 
p/ is the wave number (defined on pa ge seven of thi s thesi s ). 
Seconda ry or ba nd s pectra a re cha r a,cteristic of molecules 
conta ining t wo or more a toms. In 11 the subsequent discussion 
the di tomic molecule, only, is considered. "The quantum theory 
has not yet been extensively appl ied to more complica ted molecula r 
(j) 
groupings, 11 A molecule ca n have three kinds of energy, 
namely: electronic, vibra ti onal, and rotational energy. 
(j) 
R. C . .Johnson, "Spectra" , pp. 53 - 54. 
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Molecular emission is a quantum process similar to a tomic emission, 
but more complex; since in the case of electronic b nds, it rnay 
involve changes in the rotational (m'~m11 ) a,nd vibrational (n'~n") 
quantum numbers of the a tomic nuclei, as well as in the quantum num-
(]) 
ber of the excited va lence electron (n'~n " ) e e • Lines in a sequence 
or series result from the effect of cha nges in 
~ 
m only. The 
various progressions, the lines in which may be arrayed conveniently 
in two dimensions, have their origin in the various va lues t a ken 
® 
by n' and n" • There is a characteristic electronic change: 
( n' __.,. n" ) for ea ch system of progressions. 
e e 
There a re 
@This sentence is quoted indirectly from: E. c. Kemble, Molecular 
Spectr in Gases, Bulletin of the Nati ona l Research Council , 
December 1926, p. 9 • This a ccount of the mathemati cal theory 
of bands follows Kemble's "Introduction" quite closely. It is 
modified a ccording to R. C. J"ohnson, 11 Speotra", pp . 53 - 81 ; 
and R. s. MUlliken, Reviews of Modern Physics, Vol. II Jan. 1930 
"Bancl Spectra". 
@ Momentum due to rotation is a n integral number of the quantum unit 
JL . m is the rotational quantum number which tells how many 
zrr 
I /. 1 = 11-'Yih . quanta are present. U/ 2 7T 
~ Similarly vibra tiona l energy is present in quanta nhwo where n 
is the vibrational qu ntum number and C<Jo is the vibrational 
frequency of nuclear oscilla tions of very small amplitude. 
Since there is a series for each combination of n' and h 11 s: 
0,0 0,1 0,2 1,1 1,2 the lines in the band may be arranged 
in a two dimensional array (Richardson F. R.S . 123 A: 57, 1929) : 
n'mn"--o 1 3 
I 
0 1 
!' 
/ 2 
3 
three types of band spectra as follows: first, the pure rotation 
bands involving only the change--- m'-- m'' and found only in the 
infra-red; second, the rotation - vibration bands involving 
3 2 
m'-+m" and n'~nu found in the near infra-red; and third, electronic 
bands whi ch involve a change in electronic quantum number as well as 
the others and are found in the visible and ultra-violet. This thesis 
deals only with the latter type of band. In the symbolism of mathe-
matics the above statement may be represented as follows:--
' " I ' '') 1£ '_ 0'') r£:'' _ c") 
-v' .:::- F - F ==-r'£ - f; J tu vib . L vd>. + ll'ror: I'.-,t/ 
-y 
-vel + 
-yel ~ 
S "f"e"' c e.s 
o.s- Serie s 
-rlr rotational 
.F:.t= rotational 
-vv =vibrational 
f'v;" =vibrational 
--ve'= electronic Pet = electronic 
wave number 
term 
wave number 
term 
wave number 
term. 
The primes and double primes have their usual significance. 
As early as 1892 the elder Lord Rayleigh devised formulas 
which agreed with empirical results, and which were based on the 
class ical theory that spectroscopic frequencies were identical with 
the frE~quencies of the motion in the emitting system. Later 
Des Landres sucessfully described the frequencies of lines in a 
series by the formula: ~ + CM 
1 
]! ~ 0 , 1 , 2 , 3 , . • . . in 
which i1 is the frequency of the band head,and Cis a constant char-
a cteri s t i c of the series. Heurlinger detected similarity between the 
infra-red banda a nd the electronic ba nds of dia tomic gases, and 
proposed a fo rmula of the type: i7== i/;;'1: qM+qM~··· 1! =0,1 ,2,3, ..... 
for bands of the latter type. Swarzschild and Heurlinger were the 
first men to apply Bohr's new qua ntum theory (outlined at the begin-
ning of this s ection) to the phenomenon of molecular emis sion. The 
a ngular momentum of the molecule is quantised:' a a follows : 
I ·· moment of momentum . 
w= angula r velocity. 
The formula for kinetic energy of rotation is: 
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A ske tch of the hydrogen molecule. 
~ r~ m 
--.. . r .. --... G .. --- ---- ·---._e 
. ------- ___ L ___ ---- --- -
J.Jimensiona lly: [ m.:th.e.l =[ Jv(LYT--<-1 == [M L~ T-1= the dimen ions of 8 rr<r ] JyT L,.. J energy. 
A ch nge in rota tion 1 energy m' - m" gives a line of wave number: 
h ( m'.x- m"-<-) 
8 -rr"I c 
If m' - m":=rl Y h (±2m' - 1) 
8 n-"I c 
For a g iven seriea the electronic a n vibra tion 1 energy ch nge ca n 
be repre en ted by a com3t ant ~so tha t: 
h .;z_ R ( m' - m" ) II'= rJz -r 8 7i~I c 
Heurlinger applied Bohr's Correspondence Principle and Fourier 
a n lys i to the motion of the mo l ecule, and showed tha t ( m' - m' ) 
could have only the va lues: ± 1 or o. Thus three types of s eries 
were justified, (ca lled P , ~ , ,nd R ) for which the w . thema tic 1 
formul s will now be developed a ccording to Birge (ibid, pp . 17 - 21). 
The genera l energy levels which produce w .ve number 
sented by the following functions: 
A' rX"' 
--v'=p ( m' ,n' ,ne') !f-1 (~'-',n" ,ne ') 
may be repre-
Since the energy of a molecule is independent of the aign of its 
rot tiona l motion, it should be expansible in power erie in 
m conta ining even powers only . Th- t is: 
Initi -1 term: 
Fi n- 1 te rm: 
,¢''(m' ,n' ;ne') ==£X0 ' f-~'m ·~;m •'~ -t-
y?'(m' ,n" , ne 11 )=<X() "-t{)(.2 11m 'f- rcx~ am 1 '-1-t-
From these equa tions the formula s for the three types : F , Am =--1 
() - /"\· 
"' , 4 m - "1tl . , a nd R, .D.m=-rl; ca n be derived by substituting in the 
gener 1 equa t ion a bove: 
-z/-=- ()(. /} ' + d.z. 'm ,~ +rxy'm ''f -t- ... - 0{ 11 - /\/ 11m"~- CXu" m " 'f-D CA.K_ 7 • • • * • 
m'==-m+l 
R series: r/- cxo' _ <X " -f-1)( , + 2t( 'm +- (f.X. ' m"= m 0 ~ z ~ 
II \ ;;t 
- ~ Jm t- .. ... 
Q, series: m' = m"-=m 
-y' =o<o t - O(_o"-f-(CX~' - C(OL II ) nf~-{ c('t f 
' m =m-1 
p s eries : m"::::m -y'-0(' - rXo" +- v(..t' - 2o( 'm ( c(' 
- ~ 01.. ;(, 
r-1 ") 'f 
- (/\.'f m +· ... . 
- cXot" )m.z.-t-••••• 
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1 ,, 
The con:3tants o(and«z_ have the following significance:--
_} ' - h _} , - h -
D'2 - ?v2I~ o-z - ?7T 7':::_ 
Since tl1e force law governing the vibrational motion of the molecules 
is non- l inear, Planck's energy formula can not be exact; consequently 
the vibrational energy must be represented by the more general series 
expansion: E . ::::: }-, /4 11 T b 112. __,_ c 71 :3 + , ' ' ' . ) V<b. ~' 77=0 I :Z" I J I 
o( ' , ,, f f2. We may place: 0 =A +an+ bn +··and 0( 
Pr f/ " ,, rr F/ 
o = A + an +-bn -r . ·; therefore 
a t the center of the band (m=O): --
f , , ' I f t::l. ( . ' ' ff b" ,z.) 
-i == A - A + an + bn - a n + n 
cc..fer 
In general for the ~ type:--
y - A'~ A''+ (ar! -t- b'n'.z ) - (a''r{' -t- rf'rf';J_) -r (ex:- cx:;')m~ ... 
or:-- F'(n~) - F(n~) -t- F'(n ' )-:F'(n'') -rF'(m') - :rf(n(') 
...... 'y' _./ '-------<--
(electronic) (vibrational) (rotational) 
The graph reproduced at the right 
illustrates the rela tionship Q.s eries IV 
·. 
' 
'\' ' ~-. 
. among the types of series. Rota tion-
al quantum numbers a re plotted 
--t ' X. 
'o {f.s ries 
along tht3 ordinate, and wa venumbers 
along the a bscissa. The intensities 
of the l i nes are also indicated! 
(Taken from the article by Richa rdson 
and Tanaka : P. R. s . A. 106 . 66S, . 
6 
'( 
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~ 
r. 
> 
zoo roo 6 oo $'(Jo /7 (JrJO 
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. ·1.. . .. . J ·r- .... ·T -·· .. 
~ I>/ or J..i n a tes R 
. ..b/t -----7 
The ~ type of band is most common. From the above equations we see 
that for a given series , only terms in m va ry; hence the wave 
numbers of the lines in a series are related as the s qua res of conse-
cutive integers eg. - -
e. 
(i) 
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m :::::: l 2 3 4 5 6 ? 
ml. = 4 9 16 25 36 49 • . 
3 5 ? 9 11 13 ---...-- first diff'erences. 
2 2 2 2 2 - second differences. 
Thi s s imple example illustra tes the f a ct that second dif~erences 
should be cons t ant, if m.l is the only va ria ble. This is conven-
ient test for lines in a series, but al lowances usually he.ve to be 
m de for the va ri ,tion caused by the anw.ll term in m~ • Cons ider 
-6 
the values of km when k = 10 · , then we have: 
m. = 2 3 4 5 6 ? 
-6 -6 -3 -3 
lan'f = lxJ.O 16xl0 6. 6xl0 66xl0 • 390 1.67 5.76 
Thus if kmt' had been added to the values of mil.. the second 
d ifferemces would not ha ve been constant but would have increased 
because of the small term in 'f m. 
Interpretation of Data 
The series of lines in the first band tabulated on page 
t wenty-nine : 1~0 ~ (m) has second differences that v ry regularly 
indica ting a significant effect of the term in the fourth power of m. 
The var i a tion of the second differences can easily be considered by 
examining the third differences printed in red ink on page twenty-nine. 
Finkelnburg's third difference s are: ~.81 2.48 1 . 0? .54 
Professor Kent' s third d.ifferences are: 3. 30 2. 09 1. 09 .. 94 
These differences v · ry regula rly when based on the results of either 
investigator. This indicates an accuracy to a t least six significant 
figures, but even t he slight remaining uncertainty becomes so 
important in the third differences ;· :;as to render a rigorous ma the-
rr~tical inves ti gation futile. Concerning lines of this system 
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Rich r dson and avids on write, "In a sense every line in this 
spec trum is ... blend bece.u s e there a re so ma ny · nterwoven bands th- t 
by exciting the h i gher rota tion · tc...tes -:- line could be ma de to 
ppea.r l.ny:; here. However , under ordina ry low tem1)erc-.ture excita tion . 
(j) 
such l ine i ould be s o we ·k as to be imperceptibl e." In the b nd 
1 -? 0 ~ (m) as in 11 the other b ndQ of this sy t m, t he l ines f or 
which m i odd h ve gre ter intensi ty the .. n those f or Yhich m i s 
even. Lines in thi y tem do not re ond to the Zeem~m ff"ect . 
.ine i n the , er· es for the second band t bul ted on p ge t wenty-
nine : 1 --7 0 R (m) , however, respond to the Zee "'n eff ect. The 
r ph of quantum number m plotted gHin t Wr?.ve numbers s a bs ci ssa s 
on p: ge thirty-seven show tha t the f'r s t two linea in t h is series 
a re s omewha t anoma.lous in the values of their w ve numbers. 
However,second differences for the l a ter lines in the series a re 
ne~rly const ~nt s the following value s rev al : 
Finkelnburg ' s econd di fference : 
Prof , sor Ke t ' s second di ff rences: 
15 .60 15 . 96 13.60 
16 .23 14.81 13.63 
The .gr e ement betveen the results of the t wo inveatig tors is 
:r~re n 
15.05 
14.89 
excellent. Professor :-::ent ' second differences sho\'l s lightly 
l a rger devi -ti on from the mean , ho ever. Bel ow the gr phs on p .ge 
thirty- even the inten ity ( or if the l ine occured on sever 1 
pl ... t e . , t e intensities ) of ea ch line is represented by the length 
of vert icc:q. line. The sca le of eye e tim:J. tes of i n ten i ty us ed 
by f'rofessor Kent de s igna te . the we· ,kest lines in the spectrum by 
'f 0000 , or 0 for short . lightly more inten e lines a re l a beled 
respect i vely: 000 , 00, 0, 1 , 2, . . up to 25 for the mo s t 
intens e line on the plate. This explains roughly the units of 
(j) 
Proc. Roy. Soc. 123 . A p. 56. 
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intensity recorded under the graphs. The second dif~erence of 
the oVo ba nd re omewhat irregul r, becau e of the difficulty 
of sel ect ing line • The va, lues from the resul t s of three 
s ci enti s t s follow: o Yo Band Mea n ~ox. 
_ev . 
Richardsos 's second differences: 9 . 51 9.70 8 . 21 9.14 • 93 
Finkelnburg's second differences : 10.82 8.08 9.78 9.56 1.48 
Profes~or Kent's second differences: 8.34 7.81 15.44 1 .53 4.91 
Using the criterion ef the con~t ncy of the second differences ~ s 
ba i B for comparison,the agreement of the results with the theory 
ppears to decreas e in the order in which the differences re 
t .bul t ed bove. Richard on 's re ult a re mo s t ne r l y i n a ccord 
with the theory. 
The data presented in this thesis is not sufficiently 
comprehensive so that a complete logical discussion of the 
calculati~m of energy levels can be bas ed on it. However, since the 
determi nation of energy levels is a fundamental objective of work 
of thie type, an outline of the method of procedure will now be 
given using Richardson's da t a s basis. The electronic level$, 
which are sep r a ted by the greatest energy difference, can be 
represented by a Ritz formula. For the rX.. , /3• y , etc. systems: 
-i == oC -0(.,= 1~ -e o 0 
For oYo F~, 
r"e 29330.305 
R 
(n~-· 056704-
·l 
F" el 
4492 . 98 
.06080 
n.e.. 
A = 29330.305 
R-=109678 . 3 
24837.325 
The electronic quantum number change for oYo is: 5~2 , that , ~ 
ne in the above equation is five. There is a Ritz formula for 
all the systems, although its association with the quantum numbers 
ne ' a nd ne is not always known . In this case the formula 
takes the form: . 
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()(_ ' - o<." 
0 0 
A - R (,;1-< - X ) 
A~an integer. 
x ~a fraction. 
For the 1~0 ~ '(m) band the electronic wave number is ap:proxi-
mat ely 21839. and is obt ined from the difference between the 
(f) 
Q, (2) line of the 0--+0 band by the relation: 
~ (2) =:: ,le+ F'(2)- F"(2) . where F' (2) and F" (2) 
are rotational terms, there being no vibrational energy involved 
in this transition because both the initial and the final quantum 
number is zero. The value of F" (2) is 43.71, while that of F' (2) 
is uncertain owing to the absence of a satisfactory formula . 
Extrapolation :t'rom the successive va lues of F' (m -r- 1) - F' (m) shows 
that F'(2) equals 35. approximately. Substitution in the above 
/j) 
equation gi ves: 
21830.56 -;::=: -Ve -r 35 . 43~71 or .Ye-:::=;. 21839.27 
The method for computing the spacing (in vvave numbers) of the 
rotational levels will now be outlined. The :problem is to isolate 
values of F" (m) and F' (m) from the c omplex quantity of energy 
involved i n ea ch transition. The general expression for t he 
wave --numbers of lines in series is of the type : 
P , ·-6 , or R (m" ) === -Yo -r F' (m') - F " (m") 
P ,Q, or R (mn ) .==-,/0 + F'(m'+-1)- F"(m'!t-1) 
,Q, or R(m" ) ::::=:.-Yo + F'(m'+2)- F rm" -r2) 
@ 
~ .::::. energy not 
due to 
rota tion. 
The value of F" (m1+2) - F 11 (m") i s kno·wn def ·-ni tely for subtr .ct ion 
0 .&' .@ ..L. 
(J) Richardson and D .vids on, Proc. Roy. Soc. 123 A, pe.ge 62. 
@ II II '1 II II II !I tl 59 . 
@ ,, 
" 
!! ,, 
" 
II I I il 68. 
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R (m) .:::.110 -t- F' (n' ,m ) - F" (n " ,m) 
p (m 2) =-Yo +- F' (n' ,m ll - F " (n" ,m 21 I I 
giVEl R(m) 
-
urm 
. \ 2) 
-
F" (m 2 ' 
-I 
F' (m) f or the n" 
vibr tion level. For bands which h ve n' 0 for their fin 1 
t t e, Richa r ds on' s (i t e. give f or ucc essi ve v .lues of 
R(m)- P (m -r- 2) - F'~~(m -t- 2)- F '' (m) the fo llowing v .lue 
116 .5 192.36 266.74 338 . 65 407 . 7 . For sma ll 
m ,nd n %0, the general expre , i on for the rot tiona l energy 
· term i s : Us"ng the fir s t thr ee numbers 
i n the a bove group t o de t er mine B. , and C4 , Rich rd~on find s 
B.=l9. 4555 , c.,-= . 015207 • A f ormul g of t his sort k es it 
poss ible to compute a ny of the fi n 1 levels nd their d ifferences 
i. e . F" (m -r 1) - F (m) • Simila r calcula tions for the ot h er 
va.l ue s of n 11 (1 , 2 , ~~, ... ) lead t o v l ues for the rot ti one,l 
l evel s of other ba nds . The following sketch shows t he c tu 1 
arr ngement of the hydrogen energy levels . 
Molecul~r Energy Levels of Hydrogen 
The f i ne horizont 1 l ines represent 
ro t tion .l levels. The d rker 
.n ':::. 1 
lines repres ent v i bra tion .l 
levels. The bre k in the fine 
vertica l lines indio tes the 
electronic energy o'f more than 
2f800 . wave unumbers. The 
designa tions of the bands in 
n ": l 
order from left to ri ght a re : 
Q-70Q, (rn), 1~0 0. (m) , 0 -70 R(m) 
a.nd 1~0 R (m ) . The verti ca l scale 
· is a bout 2 1000 number s . 
n :' -;::. 0 
em. wa ve 
m' 
'G 
{, 
5 
q 
• r 
I 
i 
! 
' ib•~t~·O•III i 
l 5 ' l :u : " 
or 0 BEmd 
11 =5 e 
29330 . 305 
'I ' ltl 
-- . R ·-.~-.- .. Q 
II 
I 
I 
I 
i 
" 
·-
(l ec.tron<~;. 
n :::. 2 
e 
4492 .98 
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Since the wave numbers of lines a re proportional to the length 
of t h e vertic 1 lines in the sketch on the preceding page ; it is 
evident that the difference between the corre ponding lines of 
R.djacent b -nds having eithEr n initi 1 or fin .1 vibr tion level 
in common, is the sp cing of the vibr tion 1 levels which they do 
not ha ve in common . For instance: l-70 Q(2) - 0-+0 q (2) e qu~ls 
t h e spacing of the n ' = 1 , n' = 0 vi bra t ion 1 levels in w .ve-
.. 
numbePs. Similarly : 1 ~1 ~(2) - 1~ 0 ~~2) equa ls the spacing of 
'"' 
the n " = l , n"~6 levels. Thus as the foregoing discussion h . 
revea led, the electronic, rotAtiona l , nd vibr. tion 1 structure of 
t he f i n; 1 levels c~n be determ'ned completely. Vfuen thi s has been 
d one , ad.di tion of thew ve number of e ch line to the we ve number 
of its final level gives the w~.ve number of the initia l l evel 
directly. Therefore it is pos s ibl e to obta in 11 the energy levels 
of the molecul e which re invol ve in the emi ss ion of lines . I t i s 
found that the s p cing of vibra tion .l levels for a given electronic 
level i s practic~-lly con· t nt. It deere . es slight l y A.s n · nd m 
increase. 
There is little doubt but th~t t h e s pectrum c ns i d ered i n t h is 
the is is emi tted by the neutra l hydrogen mol ecul e HL , hav ing a 
moment of i nerti of the o ~er of 10~ gm. em. , and an ioniz tion 
(p 
potenti a l (determined s pectro s c pica lly) of 15.381 volts . The 
molecules H~and H3 are lso possible emitters for this sort of 
@ 
pec t rum but much of the evidence f ,vors the H z. model • 
. . 
dJ RicharCls on and Davidson, P.R. S. 123, · 484 
II II II II 113, A 418 . 
A representation of the diatomic hydrogen molecule as a souree of 
electrom gneti c radiation: 
.. - - ~ -. 
' 
---- -- - -~ .... 
Electronic Ener·gy 
-- -- - ·- --
---- - -~-;-----
~2 
~I 
m 
Rotational Energy 
n 
_, 
~z3 
Vibrationa l Energy 
Summary 
' 
' 
'• 
'- ne 
- ~~-- -? __ 
El~~t-ionfc 
/ 
Energy 
This thesis presents a n outline of the development of 
spectroscopy, and of tl.Le detection and interpretat ion of s tructure 
in spectra. The recent investigations of molecular spectra by 
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other scientists are mentioned in a br ief survey oi' other researches 
of a similar nature. The apparatus used for this investigation is 
described and sketched. Then the procedure of the research is stated. 
The scale readings and the calculated wavelengths of fifteen selected 
lines are presented together with the wavelengths and wave numbers 
of lines in three typical series. Then the theory of band spectra 
is developed f or use in the interpreta tion of the data. The series 
are plotted in gra,:phs which show t he i r :par abolic form, and a 
discuss ion of energy l evels in the hydrogen molecule reveals ho~ 
term va l ues a re obta ined. The conc lusion is th~t the emi tter of 
t he s pectrum inves tiga ted is the diatomic neutral hydrogen a tom - --
a system of four particles, namely: two pr otons ea ch wi t h its asso-
ciated electron. ( See the di agr am above.) 
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